
It happened to me in three occasions: at the Rijksmuseum when I was 18 and I stayed for one hour in 
front of " The Night Watch " , later when I was in my 30's in front of "Guernica" , and then at Moma 
watching Pollock's "No 1" . 
Yesterday I traveled to Brussels and back , leaving early morning and arriving late and tired . Before going 
to bed , I had a quick look on my mails . And suddenly, the surprise, the emotion , the joy , that gorgeous 
feeling of watching something that catches you in such a strong way , that your eyes refuse to leave ! 
I stayed more than one hour , looking at the whole piece , then zooming and enjoying any single detail, 
discovering millions of emotions, stories , facts, memories that your marvelous work , as a mystery mira-
cle , was disclosing into my mind . 
I regret I do not dominate the English language to verbalize to you my happiness . I am enchanted, I am 
so proud , that you could catch everything that was in my mind and translated it into that lovely master-
piece ! 
Many thanks PJ . Many thanks from the deepest of my soul. 
I am really grateful to you . 
And yesterday , late in the night, I joined to my own "gallery of art memories ",  the fourth occasion 
when Art blocked my senses and my soul to an infinite contemplation.
Kindest personal regards 
José 

...To finish off the year she currently has another exhibition in London at the Panter & Hall gallery in Pall 
Mall, which continues until Friday.
 
It includes a piece PJ has spent most of the year working on for a Portuguese wine producer, who had al-
ready purchased a large dinner party painting at a previous exhibition and was hooked.

“There was lots going on in the painting, such as little chefs running around preparing food and Indian 
waiters bringing plates piled with spices,” she said.

“He wanted an artist to paint a piece about the mystery of wine and, afterseeing my work, asked me if I 
would do it.

“It was a bit nerve-wracking because he didn’t specify what he wanted , just saying he wanted it to have 
an intangible quality, so I was quite worried as I was painting it in case I wasn’t doing the kind of thing he 
wanted.”

The painting is dominated by the Greek god of wine, Dionysus, riding a leopard. But the devil of a PJ Crook 
painting is, as they say, in the detail, and in the background she has lots gong on from people treading 
grapes, a river with boats taking the barrels down, and bunches of grapes frming the whole thing. ..........

Excerpt from GL Weekend Magazine December 2017

 THE MYSTERY OF WINE 
 

Let me just mention a few words about Wine (this is the beginning of all my Wine Conferences), to try,
literally, “to put you in the picture” .

 
WHAT IS WINE ?

 
Well, the definition of wine is “what results from a natural grape juice fermentation”.

 
This is a very easy concept. Wine , being in fact the result of grape juice fermentation, is a much more

complex product, than such a simple definition suggests . 
When we talk about wine we have in mind that  there are many different categories of wines (regions like Burgundy, 
Napa Valley, Bordeaux, Alsace, Rioja, Douro/Oporto, etc., and  many grape varieties like Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah, 

Merlot, Chardonnay ,Sauvignon  Blanc, Malvasia, Viognier, etc.) and from all those infinity combinations, we have 
bottles in the wine shops, from1 or 2  £ to others at thousand pounds.

Why? What are the differences  ? What distinguishes a cheap wine from a very expensive wine ?
A wine from a great producer from an industrial wine? What is a good or a bad wine ?

( like art what is good and bad art ? ) . Is it a good wine simply the one which I like better ? Or shall I follow the ex-
perts opinion? Who is an expert in wine ? What is complexity in wine ?

Or coherence ? Or quality ? Or value ? 
Well we can go on and on.

 
In fact the world WINE is an umbrella, which covers many many different realities.

 
I am a wine lover, a collector, a wine producer, I dedicated most of my life to wine . I would like to understand it 

perfectly. But even having dedicated all my life trying to understand what is wine ( A pleasure ? An habit ? A myth ? 
A status ? A culture ? An industry ? An emotion? A business ?)

I confess I am not able to tell you what is wine .
 

Well, I visited almost all wine regions in the world and I met  the most important and mythical wine producers. I 
have a wine library with more than 1,000 books (which I read !). I tasted most of the famous wines of this world. I 

taste wines professionally as a wine producer.
 

I should have an idea what is wine, no ?
 

Well, the more I studied, the more I drink, the more I understand wine, the more I am convinced that , for me 
WINE IS A MYSTERY. This is the best definition of Wine! 

P J  C r o o k
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